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The business investors and creditors all over the globe greatly rely on the integrity of financial
accounting information. The word â€˜integrityâ€™ in context of global accounting information refers to the
certain important qualities, like, complete, unbroken, unimpaired, sound, honest, and sincere. All the
aspects associated with global accounting procedures and the accounting information must have
these qualities. The transparency shown by the chartered accountant in carrying out the entire
accounting procedure may provide the business investors with vital information that can help them
in making important financial decisions.

Accounting is a very crucial aspect for every small, medium and large business establishment. All
investors and creditors usually like to keep a daily record of financial transactions. Global
accounting is surely a better way of keep a track of all the financial transactions records of a
company. Today, there are many chartered accountants who work online. Any business owner can
log on to a free website for chartered accountants and hire their services. Today, many companies
are switching over to online accounting. Online accounting helps a company to increase additional
profit on lesser amount of invested capital.

Any reputed and experienced chartered accountant can have a free website that is customized to
his/ her needs. These free websites helps them to communicate and collaborate for free. There are
many chartered accountants who use the free website for chartered accounts to promote their
business. There are several benefits of switching over to these online websites. With the growth in
technology of the digital media, many free of cost website services are offered on the internet. This
allows them to start their website. The concept of free website also does not involve any worries
about money and taking risks.

All the information regarding global accounting is communicated externally to investors, creditors,
and other users. All this must be prepared according to the standards that can be understood by
both the chartered account and users of that information. In the field on global accounting these set
standards are generally called GAAP. â€˜GAAPâ€™ is the short form for the generally accepted accounting
principles. These principles provide the general outline for determining what information has to be
included in financial statements of a company. The chartered accounts also take care about
preparing and presenting this extremely vital information. GAAP takes account of broad principles of
measurement and presentation. It also includes detailed rules that are used by professional
chartered accountants in compiling the global accounting information and reports.

There are many companies on the internet that facilitate the chartered accounts to start their free
website. On a popular free website for chartered accountants, an accountant can create columns,
change font size, upload his/ her logo, etc. They can also link their business to related websites or
send promotional e-mails. From time to time these websites are updated and optimized. Therefore,
simply log on the internet and choose a chartered accountant to handle all your global accounting
needs. One can hire the best chartered account online and that too at highly competitive price.
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SanjibCA - About Author:
Sanjib Sanghi is the pioneer, so far as outsourcing of CA services in India is concerned. The
mission of a CA Sanjib Sanghi is to create a community for the CAs. a IT Professional Sanjib
Sanghi offers free websites to all CAs who contact him. Visit a http://sanjibsanghi.com/ to know
more about him.
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